
 

FullAuto + HalfAuto Panel  

DailyBreaker by 
InrexEA 

DailyBreaker contain 2 Full Auto Mode and Half Auto panel . Good for 
all pairs . The best Martingale or Grid systems decided by different 
type of users . Target profit over 40% monthly on one signal pair . On 

developer ’s live result has made over 100% in 2 months until now . 
DailyBreaker is stable and profitable .  

The concept of DailyBreaker is , From Small Capital to Big Capital . Never 
be hurry and keep asking for orders . Trading is like fishing . NO ONE CAN 
CONTROL THE MARKET . So please learn keep waiting for best chance by 
using DailyBreaker . 


Before you buy all of my product please be aware of the risks involved: 1) Please do not over believe in 
backtesting result . No one can 100% predict the future . 2) I do not use any .set file , Because I believe 
that the best strategy should be not disclosed to public but can still serve us . 3) Sometimes a conflicting 
of market can cause the account a short period of Drawdown , Please get ready for it and wait for profit . 
4) DailyBreaker are dependent on good brokerage conditions, like low spread and slippage. 



Features: 
- Dynamic Invisible TP / SL  
- Panel control direction 
- Direction control with maximum orders setting  
- Full Auto Mode / Aggressive Mode  
- Simple To Setup and User Friendly 

Parameters :   
- Allow parameters allow to change on panel on the chart  

Pair to run : (Keep adding new pair to trade) : 
- All pair are allowed . Most Suggestion XAUUSD .    
- M1 to run   
 
Best Setting you need :  
- 500USD to run (Always from Small to Big) with 0.01 lot 
- ECN brokers are strongly recommended to avoid huge slippage 
- VPS is preferred 
 




How to Use 
As you can see the Comment Section :  

-The Next Martingale or Grid lotSize of 
Sell or Buy Orders  
- The profit will be which you set on the 
chart  
- Martingale lot size  
-Allow sell or Allow buy 
- To use Full Auto mode or Aggressive 
Mode  
- Invisible TP level control  
- Maximum Order Control  
 

Here is the BackTesting Result of Full Auto Mode 



If you want to get the result from 
Backtest up there , You just need to click 
button on the chart to active “Full Auto 
on” and Also “Allow Sell” + “Allow 
buy” . User are allow to select your own 
direction to trade .  

Full Auto mode will do grid order when 
breakout with correct momentum in the 
pair . We suggest to use M1 / M5 

TimeFrame .  

Full Auto 
Mode

Aggressive 
Mode

If you want to get the result almost same as my Signal monitor , 
Here is the setting : “Full Auto on” and Also “Allow Sell” + “Allow 
buy”  + “Aggressive On”. Users are allow to choose your own 
direction you like . 

Aggressive mode will do Martingale order when Over Sold or Order 
Bought with the pair . We suggest to use M1 / M5. 



 

Special 
Parameter

Daily Reset Buy only or Sell only Allow < When this function is true , the 
Buy Allow and Sell Allow button will return to false when a new trading 
day . For those traders who want to make a new direction for that pair 
daily . 




